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WELCOME TO OUR FIRST NEWSLETTER OF 2021.

We have reached some key milestones in our projects,
including our third successful exit of investors.
It has been business as usual here at Solar 21. Our
office-based teams have adapted well to working
from home and our project development teams in the
UK have been busier than ever.

seen household waste increase by a third versus the
same period pre-COVID-19, news which highlights
the need for a sustainable solution to the impending
waste crisis.

Workers in the UK energy recovery industry are
considered to be key workers and this designation
has ensured they have been able to continue working
during the various restrictions. Though we are pleased
to say the various lockdowns have done little to
hinder our proactiveness, the successful roll-out of
Covid-19 vaccines is nonetheless welcome news for
our team.

We have reached some key milestones in our
projects this quarter, including our third successful exit
of investors, this time from Biogas 21 Project 2. All
our valued investors in this project have been repaid
their initial investment plus a return of circa 25%.

There has been a surge in support recently from the
UK government for the development of projects such
as ours. This coincides with news that the UK has

As the UK government targets zero avoidable waste
to landfill by 2050, the team and I are looking forward
to progressing our pipeline of up to eight energy from
waste projects over the coming years.
Michael Bradley, CEO, Solar 21

INVESTOR SECURITY
Investors in EFW 21 Project 1 are protected by way of
a first charge debenture over the assets of the project
company (“Project Co”). The debenture for EFW 21
Project 1 is registered with the UK Companies House,
which is a Government agency that oversees the
registration of companies in the UK. In addition,
Solar 21 has given a share charge over its shares
in the project company as security to ensure that
investors shall be repaid from the sale or refinance of
the plant before Solar 21, the majority shareholder.

This agreement is not required to be registered at UK
Companies House but is shared with the Directors of
Wealth Options Capital.

SECURITY STRUCTURE

In the event of default (failure to pay, breach of
warranty/covenant, insolvency), the debenture and
share charge crystalises . The noteholders will have
the ability to force a liquidation. The meeting process
is set out in schedule 6 of the loan note instrument.

EFW 21 Renewable Energy Ltd (“EFW 21 P1”) (cash
and pension vehicle) funds Project Co alongside EFW
21 Renewable Energy (Ireland) Ltd (“EFW 21 P1
IRL”)(corporate investor vehicle). Project Co provides
a debenture to EFW 21 P1 which acts as security
trustee for EFW 21 P1 IRL such that they will have
equal rights under the provisions of the debenture.
The debenture has been registered at UK Companies
House and provides recourse to the assets of Project
Co.
Solar 21 Renewable Energy Ltd (“SREL”), the group
parent company, provides a charge over its shares in
the Project Co in favour of EFW 21 P1 (as security
trustee for both it and EFW 21 P1 IRL).

The agreement provides that, on exit, the proceeds
of SREL’s shares in Project Co must be used to
repay investor capital plus target return if there is any
shortfall before SREL can realise any profits. This
provision is with recourse only to the value of SREL’s
shareholding in Project Co.

The agreements underpinning the security structure
for EFW 21 Project 1 have been implemented by
Pinsent Masons as confirmed in their letter issued
April 2021, which can be viewed, upon request.

CLICK
Head of Legal Ronan O’Grady
HERE TO explains Investor Security in this
WATCH short video.

Pictured: Michael Bradley & Neil Wright at Biogas 21 Project 1, Plaxton Bridge AD Plant

BIOGAS PROJECTS 1 AND 2
Investors have been exited from both
biogas projects, receiving their initial
investment plus circa 25% return at
the end of the three-year term.
Our team worked incredibly hard throughout
lockdown to ensure that each investor’s
repayment was managed carefully and
proficiently. Repayments on investments
are managed by our administration team,
led by our Head of Investment Services and
Compliance, Michelle Farrell, and our finance
team, managed by our Chief Financial Officer,
Anna O’Cuill.

We have partnered with BTS Biogas. BTS
Biogas plants are designed to increase plant
biological efficiency, thereby saving on raw
materials and allowing flexibility of feedstock.
With 25 years of experience in developing
over 200 biogas plants worldwide, BTS Biogas
is one of the leading suppliers in Europe in the
planning, construction and maintenance of
biogas and bio-methane plants which deploy
a wide range of AD (anaerobic digestion)
technologies. BTS operates commercially
in Europe, Asia and both North and South
America.

Neil is Solar 21’s Senior Contracts Manager and is part of the team that oversees the
construction and design of all of our projects including Biogas 21 Project 1 located at
Plaxton Bridge. Neil has a wealth of experience gained primarily in the power and energy
sectors over his 35-year career.
He has an MSc in Construction Law and Dispute Resolution and an MSc in Construction
Project Management. Neil is a Chartered Civil Engineer and Chartered Arbitrator.
Neil Wright
Ronan is our Head of Legal, a qualified solicitor and chartered tax adviser. Ronan has over
10 years’ legal and tax experience in corporate finance, mergers and acquisitions and
renewable energy projects. He previously worked as a partner in the commercial department
at O’Grady solicitors and as an associate in the infrastructure department at Matheson.
Ronan O’Grady
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EFW 21 PROJECT 1
At Solar 21 we partner with the best to ensure that
we deliver an exceptional project by carrying out the
due diligence required at every step of the process.
We work closely with Fichtner Consulting Engineers
on all our projects and at EFW 21 Project 1 as
Owner’s Engineer.
The majority of the component construction work will
take place off site over a period of circa six months
and will be installed during the build period, a
process that will be made easier with the presence
of a grid connection and substation with an export
capacity of up to 40 MW.
A robust contract with an established feedstock
supplier is essential to the viability of any EFW
project; in Transwaste, we have such a partner
(more on Transwaste below). By partnering with
one of the world’s leading independent engineering
consultancy firms Fichtner Consulting Engineers
Limited, and Steinmüller Engineering, a technology provider that has achieved global recognition in
the development of boiler technology, we remain
on schedule to exit all investors from this project.
Investors will be exited by refinance and will receive
their full investments plus return as their investments
mature beginning November 2021.

1 Transwaste’s waste processing facility		

TIME LINE
KEY MILESTONES ACHIEVED TO DATE:
• Full planning permission, grid connection and
substation in place
• Fuel Supply Agreement (feedstock contract) in
place with Transwaste
• Shareholders’ agreement in place with
Transwaste
• Fichtner Consulting Engineers appointed as
Owner’s Engineer
• Site-enabling works commenced by Ashcourt
Group, our civil engineering partner
• Steinmüller appointed to manage the detailed
design and plant integration
• Long lead-time items have been procured
including the steam turbine, which is being
safely stored close to the site
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
• June 2021 – initial technical specifications to
include carbon capture, battery storage and
hydrogen production to be completed
• August 2021 – purchase orders issued for boiler
manufacture and balance of plant components
• August 2021 to December 2022 – construction,
followed by commissioning and hot testing

2 Two conveyor lines

3 Condenser		

4 2.5MW wind turbine
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Computer generated image showing EFW Project 1
co-located with Transwaste’s waste processing facility at Melton.
Transwaste is licensed to handle 750,000 tonnes of waste per annum.
Solar 21’s EFW plant will process 250,000 tonnes per annum.
(Image for illustrative purposes only)

EFW 21 PROJECT 1

PARTNERING WITH THE BEST

Solar 21 has successfully partnered with
Fichtner Consulting Engineers since 2016. The
depth of experience that Fichtner brings has
helped shape our recent projects including EFW
21 Project 2. Fichtner Consulting Engineers
advises on all technical and commercial
aspects of our biomass, biogas, and EFW
projects including the tendering and contracting
processes.
Founded in 1922, Fichtner Consulting Engineers
is a globally recognised technical adviser in the
energy and waste sectors.
Fichtner specialises in the due diligence,
development, delivery and the operation of
renewable energy infrastructure. It has branch
offices, project offices and affiliated companies
in over 60 countries.

51

The Fichtner Group employs in excess of 1500
staff globally with specialists in renewable
energy and infrastructure. Fichtner Consulting
Engineers has led many high-profile projects
including the Covanta EFW plant in Dublin.
It acted as technical adviser to KKR (the
world’s largest equity investor) on the £4.2bn
acquisition of Viridor from the Pennon
Group. Viridor is one of the leading waste
management companies operating in the UK.
By partnering with recognised technical
experts, we maintain investor confidence
in projects that are both compelling and
deliverable.

EFW and
Biomass plants

1500
170

Employees

Project
countries

1922
100

Established
in 1922
Branch and
project offices

Fichtner acted as technical
adviser on largest EFW portfolio
sale in UK, £4.2 billion.

Head of Strategic Business Development, Colin Hammond, has been working closely
with Fichtner Consulting Engineers on our EFW 21 Project 1 plant. Colin has over 15
years’ experience in developing renewable energy generation sites for global investors
and has first-hand experience of planning, permitting and environmental requirements
across a broad spectrum of renewable energy technologies including energy storage
and carbon capture.

Colin Hammond
NEWS, Q2
Q1 2021

Pictured: Fichtner acted as the Lead Technical Adviser for Covanta’s
EFW plant at Poolbeg, Dublin, which processed 600,000 tonnes of
waste per annum.
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Pictured: Michael Bradley, CEO, at Transwaste

ANNA O’CUILL
		
Anna O’Cuill is a chartered
		
accountant and has over 20
		
years experience in financial
		
services. Anna has been
		
instrumental in Solar 21’s ability
		
to expand the company structure
in order to support its growing portfolio of projects.
Anna’s finance team in Dublin manages the
accounts for all Solar 21’s UK and Ireland
subsidiaries, including franked income investments.

CORPORATE INVESTMENT
STRUCTURE
Franked income is earned by an Irish tax-resident
company from its investment in another Irish
tax-resident company. Franked income is not subject
to corporation tax, income tax or capital gains tax,
making it a tax-efficient use of corporate funds.
Dividends paid by EFW 21 Project 2 IRL to the
corporate investor qualify as franked income.
Investors should always seek independent tax advice
particular to their own circumstances.

CLICK Our Chief Financial Officer Anna
HERE TO O’Cuill and Head of Legal Ronan
O’Grady explain franked investment
WATCH income in this short video.

Dave Jones

Pictured: Transwaste Waste Facility, Melton

FEEDSTOCK SUPPLIER

With over 19 years’ experience in waste
management and with a proven track record
of winning contracts with local government
authorities, Transwaste, a shareholder in the
project, is contracted to supply 250,000 tonnes of
waste per annum.
Transwaste has a licence to handle up to 750,000
tonnes of waste per annum. The site is a purposebuilt waste transfer station at which over 500,000
tonnes of waste is currently handled on an annual
basis. Transwaste, which is contracted to provide a
steady supply of feedstock (RDF) to EFW 21 Project
1 in Melton for a duration of 25 years, is ideally
co-located next to the plant.

Dave, who is based in the UK, joined Solar 21 as Senior Project Consultant and has now
been appointed to the UK board of directors. Dave brings his experience and contacts
gained over more than 25 years in the UK construction industry to the role. He is close to
our engineering teams and projects on the ground and co-ordinates resources across all of
our projects. He specialises in pre-construction feasibility, project planning, logistics and
the financial management of large-scale construction projects. Dave has a degree in civil
engineering.

TECHNOLOGY DESIGN
AND ENGINEER PROVIDERS
OVERSEEN BY FICHTNER
CONSULTING ACTING AS
THE OWNERS ENGINEER

RS
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100/700
100 year History
700 boilers

2014

Acquired by
IHI GROUP 2014

£9bn
£9 Billion
Net Sales

Andrew is a co-founder
of Solar 21 and is
Head of Renewable
Projects. Andrew
works with the project
team in sourcing
and overseeing the
development of
renewable energy
projects for Solar 21.
Andrew has been
closely involved in
selecting a technology
partner for EFW 21
Project 1. Andrew
has over 30 years’
experience as a QFA
in the life, pensions
and investment
industry and 12 years’
experience in the
renewable energy
sector in Ireland and
UK.

28,964
28,964
Employees

✔

Turnkey Installations

✔

Global suppliers of boilers,
combustors, emission
control, carbon capture,
power plants, biomass
plants and energy from
waste

✔

Future-proofed design
to manage the changing
profile of waste

✔

Heat off-take for use of
waste heat built into the
design

✔

Waste to green Hydrogen

216

OFFICES WORLDWIDE

IHI’s global history, experience and expertise provide
bankability and support to its various subsidiaries

Andrew Bradley
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EFW 21 PROJECT 2
From a portfolio of potential projects, Solar 21 has
identified an ideal project based in an industrial region
of the UK as the basis for EFW 21 Project 2. Having
conducted thorough due diligence, we are currently in the
final stages of a rigorous selection process undertaken
by our asset team and our investment committee. The
site has full planning consent and a secured connection
with National Grid.

The site will export up to 40MWe of renewable energy
to the grid from a locally sourced feedstock supply of
Refuse Derived Fuel (RDF). The region has up to two
million tonnes of RDF available.
It is anticipated that we will engage the same partners
and deploy the same design as at EFW 21 Project 1,
which will result in improved delivery times and attractive
economies of scale.

STAFF FOCUS

Michelle Farrell, Head of Investment Services and Compliance
Michelle is responsible for the
investment services function at Solar
21. What that means on a day-to-day
basis is that she oversees investmentrelated documentation sent to clients
– you might recognise her as the
signatory on many of the letters we
send our investors. She also handles
communications with brokers, including
specific queries brokers might have on
behalf of their clients, and she heads up
the administration team.
In her compliance role she ensures that
we fulfil the wide range of obligations
we have as a renewable energy
company, including governance, data

NEWS, Q2 2021

protection and anti-money laundering.
Michelle has vast experience in her role;
she came to us in 2016 from Zurich Life,
where she held the position of Chief
Compliance Officer for over 25 years.
In her spare time, Michelle is an avid
horsewoman, a hobby she took up at
the age of 41! She clearly had a hidden
talent as she quickly progressed through
the amateur jumping leagues before
getting hooked on dressage. Michelle
joined Dressage Ireland at the end of
2019, giving her access to training and
competitions. Michelle’s journey as an
amateur rider was featured in The Irish
Field recently. We are so proud of her!
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